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Abstract 
The electron optical properties of magnetic lenses 
are determined by the ratio S/D of gap width S 
to bore diameter D, by the actual size of the 
gap and by the lens strength NJ/ffe. Objective 
lenses of particularly small aberrations are ob-
tained if the specimen is positioned close to 
the center of the gap and if the width of the 
gap is made as small as possible. For projector 
lenses the best performance results if the lens 
is employed at its minimum focal length. Another 
aspect important for high resolution lenses is 
that a stigmator is available for the correction 
of axial astigmatism. With ferromagnetic super-
conducting lenses, both permendure and rare earth 
metals (these cooled to liquid helium tempera-
tures) are employed for the pole pieces in com-
bination with an iron casing which enshrouds the 
superconducting coil. With the superconducting 
shielding lens, the superconducting coil is 
encapsulated by a superconducting shield which 
has about the same general shape as the iron 
circuit casing of a normal lens, whereby the 
narrow gap in th e shielding tube around the axis 
allows the magnetic field there to penetrate into 
th e space close to the axis and form th e elec tron 
lens. 
Key Words: Magnetic electron lens, objective len s , 
projector lens, spherical aberration, chromatic 
aberr a tion, optimum objective lens, condenser -
objectiv e lens, second - zone l ens, chromatic field 
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Introduction 
The user of an elec tr on optical instrument, be 
it a scanning electron microscope, a transmission 
electro n microscope or an electron beam litho-
graphic machine, usually is not so much interested 
in acquiring a thorough knowledge of the art of 
high level instrument design. But it should be re-
alized that for actually pushing the instrument's 
performance to the limit of its capabilities, some 
insight into e.g. the construction and the optical 
behaviour of the single lenses and the complete 
optic system is indispensable. 
The present contribution is a user's guide to 
magne tic electron lenses, their electron optical 
and physical properties, th e ir des ign and con-
struction, and also provides a few glimpses into 
the history of their development trends. Due to 
the limited space, the treatment had to be rath e r 
sketchy on most subjects, is primarily intended 
to give some insight into the general aspects 
of the magnetic lens and gives hints to the points 
the user must particularly observe. 
Fi r s t pr edi c ti ons on how t o des i gn an e l ec tron 
l ens and some lat e r co n se qu ences 
The art of constructing magnetic e l ectron lenses 
goes back to the lat e 1920s and early 1930s, when 
a fundamental theoretical investigation by BUSCH 
/4/, /5/ had led to the conclusion that a stro ng 
and concentra t ed rotationally symmetric magnetic 
field would act as a focussing means for an elec-
tron beam, and this in a manner similar to th e 
action of glass lenses on a beam of visible light. 
It also became clear that the basic notions of 
light optics: focal lengths, focal points and 
principal planes, could likewise be applied suc-
cessfully to the magnetic electron lens. It was 
now understood that the concentration coils em-
ployed already for several years with cathode 
ray oscillographs were indeed electron lenses, 
although, if taken as a component of the optical 
system of the cathode ray oscillograph, the con-
centration coils were certainly little more am-
bitious (optically speaking) than a burning glass 
for focussing light rays. 
The essential result of BUSCH's work was that 
he developed an equation 
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for the refractive power 1/f of a magnetic lens. 
This equation allows the focal length f to be 
predicted for a lens which is employed to focus 
an electron beam accelerated by the voltage U 
to a velocity v = /2euTm and consists of a rota-
tionally symmetric lens field specified by the 
characteristic value B of the magnetic flux den-
sity and the relative 
0
distribution B(z)/B of 
the field along the bea m axis z. (e and m ~enote 
the charge and mass of the electro n, rc =B /NJ 
is a factor of proportionality between the ~mpere 
turns NJ of the field generating coil and a 
characteristic value B
0 
of the magnetic flux 
density on the field axis z, e.g. its maximum 
valu e ; the specific value of /c is determined 
by the actual shape of the coil and its associ-
ated iron circuit.) 
According to equa t ion (1) the focal length f 
decr e as es in inverse proportion to the square 
of the magn e tic field strength. This expectation 
has since be e n the starting point for many 
proj ec ts which aimed at improving the pe rform anc e 
of objective and projector l enses by driving th e 
magne tic lens field to high e r and high e r str ength 
and thus hopefully to shorter and shorter foca l 
l ength. 
Actually, for short focal l eng th lens es used 
in e l ec tr on microscopes, th e above conc lu sio ns 
based on e quati on (1) must not be taken too 
lit e rally although th ey show th e proper trend. 
The reason for this is that e quati on (1) ha s bee n 
derive d und e r the assumption that th e distanc e 
from th e l ens axis of th e i ndiv i dual e lectron 
ray does not change much throughout the r eg ion 
of high field strength. As a consequence, equation 
(1) applies to electron optical situations wher e 
th e focal points, the object and th e image all 
r emain well outside of th e lens field and the 
focal length is long in compar i son to the field 
extensio n. 
When th e field s tr ength increases more and 
more the focal points gradual l y move into the 
l ens field proper, so that part of the field be-
comes ineffective for lens action, viz . that part 
of the fi e ld which - if seen in the direction 
of the beam - l ies before th e front focal plane. 
It turns out that when increasing the field 
strength the front focal plane moves in the 
direction of the beam and into th e lens field in 
just such a manner that th e focal l eng th ca nnot 
be made much smaller than the half width of th e 
field distribution. Thus, although lens fields 
with extremely high field strength have been 
realized, especially by employing liquid helium 
cooled rar e earth pole piec es and superconduct-
ing lens coils /2/, /3/, little benefit has 
resulted from it for making the f oca l length 
s horte r (as discussed later). 
Nevertheless, still today BUSCH's equation (1) 
may be successfully applied for designing conden-
ser lenses and 2similar long focal length devices 
as long
2
as (NJ) /U remains well below about 
50 amps /vo lt. 
Two scaling laws for magnetic lenses 
A most useful concept for predicting the per-
formance of magnetic electron lenses is available 
as the so-called scaling laws. By employing them 
a new l ens of specified electron optical proper-
ties can often be derived from an already exist-
ing or theoretically established lens of known 
behaviour. 
So, as an example it can be seen from equation 
(!) that for one and the same 'normalized' dis-
tribution B(z)/B of the magnetic field its per-
formance as an el~ctron lens 2 is actually deter-
mined by the quotient (NJ) /U, the square root 
NJ//u of which is called the 'lens strength' 
of the magnetic lens. This implies an 
Electromagnetic Scaling Law for magnetic lenses: 
- The path of the electron beam remains the same 
if at a variation of the acceleration voltage U 
the current in the lens coil is corres2_ondingly 
followed-up in such a manner that NJ/ IU remains 
constant. (If the acceleration voltage of the 
beam becomes larger than about U = 50 kVolts it 
is imperative to employ in the place of Uthe 
so-cal led relativistically_ 6corrected voltage 
U* = U (1 + 10 U/ Volts).) 
As a likewise important relation the Geometric 
Scaling Law applies if the whole magnetic lens 
device : coils and iron circuit and with it the 
field distribution, is blown-up or compressed with 
a scaling factors. If at this, also the sampling 
point for the determination of B is moved cor-
respondingly, then the 'normaliz~d' flux density 
distribution B/B retains the same values, but 
th ese values are
0
'stretched' over ans-times long-
er p iece 2of the beam axis z. Thus, the integral 
f (B/B) dz in equation (1) assumes the s-fold 
value 
0
in comparison to the 'unscaled' situation. 
On the other hand, if during the scaling oper-
ation NJ remains the same the flux density values 
all throughout the field and at corresponding 
pairs of points of the unscaled and the scaled 
distributions will vary from the unscaled value B 
to Bis, and so likewise from B to B /s. This 
is a consequence of Ampere's L~w: 0 
+ 00 
/oNJ f Bdz (2) 
Because of /c = B /NJ, the 2unscaled C must 
therefor e be substit8ted by C/s at scaling. 
At inspection of equation (1) it now becomes 
immediately clear that by scaling th e lens design 
ups-times (s > l means blowing it up, s <I making 
it smaller) th e focal length will be increased 
by the same factor from f to sf, and this r emains 
true even if a simultaneous change in ampere turns 
NJ is performed under the condition that a corres-
ponding change of the acceleration voltage U ke e ps 
the l e ns strength NJ//u* at the previous value. 
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Fig. 1: Simplified cross-section of a symmetric 
electron lens. The continuous curves trace the 
path of the magnetic field lines. In the upper 
half of the drawing the numbers indicate the 
fraction of the total magnetic flux passing 
through the respective partial volumes of the 
space enclosed by the casing. In the lower half, 
the magnetic flux density Bis indicated in units 
of the field B betwe en the parallel faces of 
the pole pieces.PThe symmetrical design shown 
here is often employed with objective lenses, 
especia lly with condenser-objective lenses, 
because the two-coil design accommodates a high 
number of ampere turns excitation and the 
application of a side entry stage. (But not 
every symmetrical objective lens is necessarily 
a condenser-objective lens!) 
In a more general way, the Geometric Scaling 
Law can be expressed as follows: 
- If the design of a magnetic electron lens is 
enlarged or reduced in size by the magnifica-
tion factors, the path of the electron rays is 
likewise expanded or contracted, whereat the 
scaled ray path passes through a corresponding-
ly scaled set of points within the lens volume. 
At scaling, the numerical values of the paraxial 
electron optical parameters, such as: focal 
length, distances of the focal points and the 
principal planes from the lens field center 
also becomes times larger than the original 
unscaled quantities. The same is also true for 
the coefficient C of spherical aberration 
but neither for th~ coma coefficient nor for 
the coefficients of radial and spiral distor-
tion. The above statements stay valid if the 
ampere turns NJ generating the lens field and 
the (relativistically corrected) acceleration 
voltage U* are varied in such a manner that 
the lens strength NJ/~ remains the same. 
The use of the above scaling laws is not re-
stricted to the comparatively weak ('thin') 
lenses of the BUSCH type. The laws also apply 
to stronger lenses where both focal points and 
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Fig. 2: Simplified cross-section of an asymme-
trical electron lens. The curves in the space 
enclosed by the casing indicate the path of the 
magnetic field lines. Through each of the partial 
volumes correspgnding to two consecutive field 
lines, about 3 /o of the total magnetic flux of 
the lens passe s betwe en th e core and the casing 
or between the two pole pieces. Lenses of the 
asymmetric type are widely used in electron opti-
cal sys tems if only a moderate number of ampere 
turns is required, so that using a single coil 
will not lead to thermal problems. Usually, they 
are employed as condenser and projector lenses 
and as objective lenses which are operated in the 
'norma 1-ob jec ti ve mode' ( see further be low). 
mersed in the l e ns field and lie within the 
region of high magnetic flux density. The y are 
also the basis for the 'universal' representa-
tion of theoretically calculated e l ectron opti-
cal properties of series of magnetic electron 
lenses the data of which are often given as 
function of the Electromagnetic Scaling Law 
parameter lens strength NJ/~ (or other para-
meters derived from it in a straightforward 
fashion), and are normalized with respect to a 
characteristic dimension within the field form-
ing lens design whereat the Geometric Scaling 
Law comes into play (cf. e.g. /10/, /13/, /14/, 
/19/, /21/, /22/). 
Determination and representation of lens 
properties 
The distribution of the magnetic flux density 
within the lens field is determined both by the 
shape of the lens coil and by the contour of the 
ferromagnetic casing which enshrouds the coil. 
The casing is composed of an outer can and of 
central lens cores which surround the lens axis 
and usually terminate in a pair of truncated pole 
pieces (Figs. 1 and 2). The principal purpose 
of the casing is to short circuit the magnetic 
stray field around the coil and thereby concen-
trate the magnetomotive force NJ (generated by 
a current J flowing through a coil of N turns) 
into the space between the pole faces. 
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Now, as long as the gap width S between the 
plane pole piece faces remains smaller at least 
by an order of magnitude in comparison to the 
coil's cross section and to its inner diameter, 
then the distribution of the magnetic flux com-
posing the lens field depends only on the gap 
width Sand on the diameter D of the bore, which 
has to be provided in the pole pieces to allow 
the electron beam to enter and to leave the lens 
field (cf. Fig. 3). Given these qualifications 
it also does not matter if the pole piece system 
is of a symmetric or asymmetric design (Fig. 3), 
and if the whole lens: pole piece system, coils 
and casing has a symmetric or asymmetric con-
figuration (cf. Fig. 4). 
D 
Symmetrical Asymmetrical 
Design of the Pole Piece System 
Fig. 3 : Typical confi gurations of pole piec e 
sys t ems. 
Symmetrical Asymmetrical 
Design of the Lens Casing 
Fig. 4: Typical configurations of the lens 
casing design and the coil positions. 
T" 
Under these assumptions, the actual field di-
stribution within that narrow cylindrical space 
close to the lens axis through which the e l ec-
tron rays pass and which so represents the lens 
proper, can be calculated in good approximation 
from a model. For this, the following assumptions 
are made: 
- The plane pole faces are postulated to extend 
very far out from the lens axis and up to a 
distance orders of magnitude larger than the 
diameter of the bore. 
4 
The magnetization of the pole pieces 1s kept 
to remain well below magnetic saturation, so 
that each of the pole pieces attains a constant 
magnetic potential. 
The lens casing is understood to have been made 
so thick that its magnetic resistance is small 
by orders of magnitude in comparison to the 
magnetic resistance of the gap, and that there-
fore the magnetomotive force at the gap, i.e. 
the magnetic potential difference between the 
pole pieces is equal to the ampere turns NJ 
generated in the lens coil. 
With these assumptions, the distribution in 
space of the magnetic field of the lens can be 
determined as a potential problem either numer-
ically by employing the relaxation method /20/ 
or by means of a resistance network analogue 
/35/. 
Using these results the path of the electron 
rays can be determined by numerically solving 
the paraxial beam equation /16/. Another 
possibility for obtaining the ray paths is to 
approximate the numerically determined or 
measured (cf. e.g. /11/) field distribution by 
a suitable mathematical field model which 
allows a solution of the paraxial ray equation 
as an analytical closed expression /14/, /19/. 
From a combination of two linearly independent 
paraxial ray paths, the cardinal elements of 
the lens: focal length, position of focal points 
and principal planes, can now be calculated 
straight away and also the coefficient C of 
chromatic aberration. c 
The same two lines of approach: the numerical 
method on the one hand and the predominantly 
analytical method on the other have also been 
adopted for the determination of the third order 
(or 'Seidel') aberrations of the lens (for de-
tails cf. eg. /14/, /19/, /21/). The most impor-
tant of these are spherical aberration and coma 
for objective lenses and radial and spiral dis-
tortion for projectors. 
Values of the coefficients which characterize 
the magnitude of these aberrations have been 
published in graphical (cf. e.g. /10/, /14/, /21/) 
or tabular (cf. e.g. /13/, /15/) form as functions 
of the lens strength 2in its differently used 
shapes (NJ//l}iii, k etc.; cf. e.g. /19/), with 
the aspect ratio S/D being employed as a para-
meter. 
The amount of data published on the electron 
optical performance of magnetic lenses is rather 
extensive and cannot be discussed here, so that 
the reader must be referred to the original pub-
lications quoted above. But as an example, a 
graphical representation of lens data can be seen 
further below in Fig. 9, where the variation of 
the focal length of a projector is shown as a 
function of the lens strength. 
Although quite general practice, describing 
the lens data as function of the lens strength 
is evidently not the only possibility. Other in-
dependent variables may be employed if they are 
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unambiguously related to the lens strength. So, 
with objective lenses it is more instructive to 
represent the lens data as function of the 
position z of the front focal plane which is 
nearly ide8tical with the position of the specimen 
at high magnification imaging. (As examples of 
this kind of representation, cf. Figs. 5 and 6). 
Optimum objective lenses 
All through electron microscope deve lopment, 
and nearly from the early days on, a continuous 
struggle was waged to overcome spherical aberra-
tion /32/. Rather soon, in a famous paper of 1936, 
SCHERZER /31/ had demonstrated that in principle 
spherical aberration cannot be reduced to zero 
in an e lectron lens composed of a rotationally 
symmetric magnetic field which is free of elec-
trical space charge and constant in time. Never-
thel ess, ther e remained some hope to noticeably 
reduce the absolute value of the coefficient C 
of spherical aberration by inventing a particu~ 
larly c l ever design for the pole piece system. 
But, ca lling back to mind th e well-known formula: 
o"' O.4. 4 / Cs"J (with " = elec tron wave length) 
for the limit of the resolving power of an elec-
tron objective lens it becomes immediately clear 
that nothing less than decreasing C by about 
an order of magnitude would producesa tangible 
improvement of th e resolution. 
That there is little hope in this respect can 
be understood from Fig. 5 where (with still other 
data) th e smallest attainable coefficient C . 
of spherical aberration is shown as a functig~igf 
th e relative front focal point or specimen posi-
tion z /S. (The relative position z /S means the 
distange z of the focal point from 0 the lens cen-
ter, expre~sed in units of gap width S.) So, the 
independent variable in Fig. 5 ha s a form which 
reflects the Geometric Scaling Law of the above, 
and any relative focal point position z /S what-
ever correspo nds to one and only one pa~ticular 
value of the l ens strength NJ//U*, and this cor-
respondence is independent of the actual value S 
of the gap width. An analogous correspondence 
exists between the values of C /Son the one hand 
and z /Sor NJ/~ on the oth~r. So, for every 
relati~e focal point position z /Sand lens 
0 
strength NJ/ru;;;- we have, in principle, a whole 
range of values available for C according to 
the individual gap width S chose~, and whereby 
evidently Cs is scaled in direct proportion to S. 
In actual practice, in order to avoid magnetic 
oversaturation of the pole piece material the gap 
width cannot be made smaller than a critical value 
S . . The corresponding value C . = (C /S)S . 
i~
1
nthe smallest coefficient ofsm~gheric~l ab~f~ 
ration that can be attained with an object placed 
at z =(z /S)S .. 
o o min 
As in Fig. 5, the critical data are best re-
presented in a universal form such as e.g. 
S . / (~/B ). Here, B is the magnetic flux 




















( dat a after A . B. EI-Kareh, 
J .C. J . EI-Kareh 1970) 
[ mm Tesla] 
2 normal-o · · second• zone mode 
mode condenser - objective mode 
j/MV 0 
-1.0 ·0.5 0 0.5 1.0 
Zo / S ---
Fig. 5: Minimum attainable values of the ob je c-
tive focal length f . and of the coefficien ts 
C . of spherical m~gd C . of chromatic 
a5W}?ation, represented c~§nfunctions of th e 
distance z of the front focal plane respec-
tively the 0 specimen from the lens center. Also 
shown is the smallest gap width S . that can be 
assumed without overrunning th e m~ggetic 














( data after A. B. EI-Kareh, 
J .C. J. EI-Kareh 1970) 
0 0.5 1.0 
Zo/ S -. 
Fig. 6 : Minimum value of the coefficient C . 
of spherical aberration that can be obtainedsmin 
with objective lenses of different aspect 
ratios S/D. Csmin is represented as function of 
the distance z of the front focal plan e 
resp ectively th~ specimen from the lens center . 
sa turatio~ 7so that Smin 1u 0 NJ/Bs with 
1u =4 n.lO Vsec/Am and as a conse quence 
S ~ / ( /LJ*"'/B ) = /u NJ/~. Thus, S . /(ru,;;-/B ) 
i~
1
~ univers~l expr~ssion for th em2Pitical ~ap 
width S . and directly proportional to the lens 
strengthm 1 nNJ/~. Moreover, it does not depend on 
the aspect ratio S/D. On the other hand, 
f . /(~/B ), C . /(~/B ) and C . /(ru,;;-/B 
d:p~nd on sS/D,smin altho3gh com~~}~- s 
tively little in the range of operating modes 
suitable to be used with objective lenses. This 
is shown as example for C . /(~/B ) in Fig.6. 
smin s 
Now, graphical representations as shown in Fig.5 
for the coefficient C . of minimum spherical 
aberration yield ~W1P1y at a glance the 
answer to the old question of what is the optimum 
objective lens: There is not one particular design 
and lens strength that really can be called an 
'optimum'. Rather, if we confine ourselves to the 
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Fig. 7: Electron beam paths of basic operation 


















0 S/D 2 3 
Fig. 8: Smallest attainable projector focal 
length f , shown in units of bore radius 
R, forP~
1
Bole piece system of fixed gap 
width Sand bore diame t er D = 2R /22/. 
range of aspect ratios 1/2 < S/D < 2 and sp ecime n 
positions - S/2 < z < S/4, then a sufficient 
recipe for designing an 'optimum' objective lens 
is to make the gap width as small as possible 
down to S . . Discussing the design with respect 
to minimizi~gnthe coefficient C of chromatic 
aberration clearly gives a similarcresult, as 
can also be deduced from Fig. 5. 
Different positions z /S of the specimen within 
the favourable gap spac~ correspond to different 
operation modes of the objective lens. But not 
every specimen position is compatible with an ob-
objective lens that can be operated easily. Diffi-
culties in handling the lens usually increase with 
the amount of magnetic field extending before the 
specimen plane which generates the so-called pre-
field lens. In Fig. 7, the ray paths for the three 
preferred operating modes for objective lenses 
have been reproduced (cf. /29/). With reference 
to Fig. 5, the particular advantages of the three 
modes can be characterized as follows: 
6 
- With the normal objective mode, chromatic aber-
ration C is particularly small and there is 
little p?e-field and little complications due 
to it for illuminating the specimen with a par-
allel beam. 
- With the condenser objective mode /25/ extreme-
ly small electron probes can be projected into 
the specimen plane /28/ and spherical aberra-
tion C is particularly small. Parallel-beam 
specim~n illumination must be carefully con-
trolled because of the complications due to 
the strong pre-field lens action /27/. 
With the second-zone mode /36/,/37/, C is still 
small but C tends to increase a littl~. This 
design offe~s a particularly large gap and much 
space for specimen handling equipment. The lens 
action of the pre-field is nearly telecentric 
so that illumination alignment and beam spot 
size are similar to the conditions of the 
normal-objective mode. 
Optimum projector lenses 
With projector lenses, the imaging aperture is 
so small that aperture dependent aberrations do 
not matter at all. The aberrations that really 
count here are the chromatic field aberrations 
that blur the i mage through a small oscillatory 
movement of the image points and the image dis-
tortion. In contrast to the objective lens which 
is operated practically at almost constant focal 
length, the focal length f of the projector in 
principle can be varied overpa more or less ex-
tended range, although usually at the expense of 
having to put up with more or less pronounced 
aberrations. However, it turns out that these 
aberrations become particularly small if the pro-
jector is operated at about its maximum refrac-
tive power, i.e. its minimum focal length f .• 
pm1n 
It should be clearly understood that f . is 
not the absolute minimum projector focalpmin 
length that can be attained. Rather, it is the 
smallest focal length that is assumed by a projec-
tor having a fixed diameter D of the bore and 
width S of the gap when the lens strength NJ/v'1Jf< 
is varied over a sufficiently extended range. 
The actual value off . is a function of the 
aspect ratio S/D and ofp~
1
2haracteristic length 
within the pole piec e system, such as e.g. the 
bore radius R. As a consequence of the Geometric 
Scaling Law, a single curve for the minimum focal 
length results if f . is normalized with respect 
to Rand f . /R ispr~Bresented as a function of 
S/D /22/ pmin(Fig.8). Moreover, it is found /22/ 
that another single universal curve results for 
the projector focal length f as a function of 
the ampere turns NJ, if these Pquantities are 
normalized with respect to the pair of values 
f . , NJ . corresponding to the minimum focal 
lgWg1th (m1 2f. Fig. 9). It should be understood, 
however, that the f /f . -curve of Fig.9 is not 
'universal' in the p pmin rigorous sense of the 
word, but throughout the aspect ratio range 0.5 
< S/D < 2 the deviations of the actual values 
from the curve remain within a few percent. 
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fp 
fp ab\ min::: 0 .55 Vs, • o.s6 o, 
f p,mi n 
(after T. Mulv ey, M .J. Wallington) 
4 - f p 
fp, min 
fp(S mm (NJ)) 
fp, min ( Sm,,.. ( NJmm) ) I 
3 -- - ~ -
2 
\ 
' ' ~~--f _.:.. 
I I abs min NJ 
NJ min 
0 0,5 0,78 1,5 
Fig. 9: De pe ndenc e of th e projector focal 
l ength f (sho wn in units of the minimum focal 
l eng th f p . , cf . Fig. 8) on th e re lativ e l ens 
stre ngthpm1.nNJ/ NJ .. At this, NJ . are t he 
amper e turns r:r~~ired to attai l\'in f . . 
(Va lu es after LIEBMANN /22/ ; a th eo reticalp~ii¥ve 
empl oyi ng GLASER's be ll-shap ed fi e ld / 14/ is also 
sho wn) . If th e pol e piece system is not kept a t 
fixed dimensions but is scaled down so as to be 
a lways ju s t sa turat ed th e int e rrupt e d curve 
r es ults whi ch yie ld s a still smaller absolute 
minimum of the focal l eng th /23/. 
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Fig. 11: Dependence on th e relat i ve lens 
str ength NJ/NJ . of the coefficients C of 
radial and C minof spiral (tangential) r 
distortion (~urves calculated from valu es 
give n in /22/) . 
We ca n now come back to the questio n of how 
t o fi nd th e 'optimum' project or lens whi ch should 
hav e particularly small ab e rrations. For this, let 
us first dis cuss the chromatic field aberrations 
whi ch are schematically represent ed in Figs . 10 
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Fig . 10: De pendence on th e relative lens 
stre ng th NJ/NJ . of the coefficie nts 
C of th e ch~5gatic aberration 
ofc, magmagnifica ti on and C of th e 
chro mat ic aberration of imag~,r~gtation. 
and of image r o tat io n come about if the (relati-
vistica lly correc t ed) beam voltage U* changes by 
6U* and /or th e lens coil curre nt varies by 6 J. 
The chromatic ab e rration of magnification causes 
a varying radia l d i splacement 0 as i ndi cated 1n 
th e upp er schematic drawing in rFig . 10. This is 
e quiv a l ent to a continuous small variation of th e 
projector magnification M: 
p 
o 6 M 
p [ 6 U* _2 6 J ) r~ =---w-= cc,mag U* J . 
1. p 
(r. is the off -a xis distance of th e image point 
ju~t und er co nside rat io n.) 
Correspo ndingl y, the chr omatic aberra t ion o f 
image rotatio n ca n be describ ed as a small 
variatio n of th e angle of image rotation whereby 
th e i nd ividual imag e points are displaced by 
o t in tangential direction. The chromatic 
ab~~ratio n of image rotation is repr ese nt ed 
sc hematicall y in th e lower drawin g of Fig. 10 
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The coefficients C and C are repre-
sented in Fig. 10. Cc,mag is c,~g~uinely uni-
versal: it does not c,rotdepend on S/D and also 
is not varied by scaling. Its absolute value is 
just half the angle of image rotation (in rad). 
C depends a little on S/D, but i s universal 
fo?'magall practical purposes in the same sense 
as the projector focal length f curve of Fig.9. 
p 
Fr om the shape of the above equations it is 
easily seen tha t the chro matic field aberration 
and the correspo nding blurring of the image points 
increases in direct proportion to the off-axis 
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Fig. 12: Long-focal-length condenser lens hav-
ing its focal length f and coefficient C of 
spherical aberration in the same order ofsmagni-
tude. For the usually employed range of focal 
lengths between about 60 and 100 mm, C was found 
to vary from 20 to 160 mm. The constru~tion of the 
stigmator and of the isoplanator is schematically 
represented in Fig. 13 /24/ /26/. 
distance r. of the image points. It is a first 
order aberfation. It should be noted that the 
amount of blurring is completely independent both 
of the image distance L of the projector and of 
the projector magnification M. The distortions, 
in contrast to the chromatic paberrations, are of 
the third order, which means that here the image 
points are displaced proportional to the cube of 
their off-axis distance r .. The total third order 
distortion is composed ofiradial and spiral 
distortion . 
The radial distortion is represented schemati-
cally in the top two drawings in Fig. 11 and can 
be described quantitatively by: 
6r:i = cr [~i ] 2 
If C > 0, the distortion moves the image points 
furth~r away from the lens axis so that an axis-
centered square is deformed into the shape of a 
pin-cushion. If C < 0, the image points move 
towards the axis ~nd a distortion of the square 
into the shape of a barrel results. 
The spiral (tangential) distortion is represent-
ed schematically in the lower drawing of Fig. 11. 
Here, straight lines through the axis point are 
deformed into the shape of short pieces of cubic 
parabolae for which the direction of the tangen-
tial image point displacement is always in the 
same sense as an increase of image rotation. The 
amount 6 t. of tangential displacement can be 
described !s: 
~:- = ct[~ir 
whereby always C > 0. As has been already seen to 
be the case withtthe field aberrations we also see 
here that the distortion does not depend on the 
projector magnification M, but now for the same 
off-axis distance r. ofPthe image point the 
distortion can be m~de smaller rather effective-
8 
ly if the projector image distance Lis made 
larger. This aspect can become rather important 
if electron diffraction patterns are to be pro-
jected with high precision. 
From Figs. 10 and 11 it can now be concluded 
that radial distortion C and chromatic aberration 
of magnification C b~come particularly small 
if the reduced 1iWlgstrength NJ/NJ . is about 1. 
/ 
min 1 . f They both ~anish completely at NJ NJmin=. i 
the pole piece system has the aspect ratio 
S/D = 1.6, and the focal length assumes its 
minimum value f . at the same time. This 
evidently is thepm6Btimum projector lens and it 
is operated at a lens strength NJ//u1< = 13.5 A/Iv. 
It is interesting to note that for the whole 
range of aspect ratios 0.5 < S/D < 2 the lens 
strength required to obtain the minimum focal 
length deviates from that value only by a few 
percent /12/, /23/. 
Condenser lenses 
Condenser lenses are employed for concentrating 
the illuminating electron beam into that partial 
area of the specimen which is investigated. If 
this area is comparatively large, say of the order 
of a few 0.01 mm in diameter, neither spherical 
aberration nor astigmatism plays a role and the 
design of the long focal length condenser lens 
is quite uncritical: gap width Sand bore diameter 
D can be chosen to be of the order of a few mm, 
and the fact that the coefficient of spherical 
aberration C easily amounts to a few 10 m just 
s 
does not matter. 
Things ar e different, if at about unit magnifi-
cation a small electron probe must be projected 
into the specimen plane with a probe diameter 
of about 1 /':m or even below. Then, spherical 
aberration becomes the limiting factor for the 
current density that can be attained in the probe. 
It turns out that if no loss of brightness of 
the electron beam shall be incurred, the coeffi-
cient C of spherical aberration has to be of 
the sam~ order of magnitude as the focal length, 
i.e., both have to be of the order of a few cm 
/26/. This can only be achieved if the gap width S 
and the bore diameter Dare also of this order 
of magnitude, and about the same number of ampere 
turns is required as for an objective lens working 
in the normal-objective mode. In fact, a low 
aberration long focal length condenser lens can 
be regarded as being a drastically scaled-up 
objective lens. A condenser-lens having these 
properties is reproduced in Fig. 12, and it has 
been shown that it can be employed to generate 
high current density electron probes with dia-
meters well below 0.1 ;um /26/. 
Another important point with high quality con -
densers is that they must be equipped with a stig-
mator device capable of correcti ng the axial 
astigmatism, an aberration particularly serious 
with high quality long focal length lenses 
(se e below). In conclusion some r emarks sh a ll 
be added about spherical aberration for lenses 
working approximately at unit magnification. The 
coefficients C of spherical aberration discussed 
in th e literatiire usually concern high magnifi-
cation objective lenses and they are "referred 
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Fig. 13: Schematic representation of the 
construction of a stigmator (left) and of an 
isoplanator (right), capable of correcting a field 
disturbance of two-fold (stigmator) and of 
three-fold (isoplanator) symmetry. The axis of 
the lens to be corrected would pass through the 
centers of the coil sets and be at right angles 
to the plane of the drawing /24/, /26/, /29/. 
back" to the object plane. So, with an imaging 
ap e rture a and for spherical aberration alone 
the blurring in the image would correspond to 
a circle 3of least confusion of a diameter of 
0.5 Cs a in the object plane. 
With condenser lenses where the size of the probe 
in their image plane counts and which operate at 
magnifications M of the order of 1, C has to
4 be employed withca correcting factor s (l+M) 
So, for a probe projected with an illuminatigg 
aperture S into a specimen plane, the circle of 
least confusion generated there by spherical
4 3 
aberration has a diameter of 0.5 Cs (l+Mc) S 
Usually, this limits the smallness of the probe 
that can be reached. 
Stigma tors 
It is well known that no high quality electron 
lens can be operated successfully without a 
stigmator capable of compensating its axial 
astigmatism. The origin of the astigmatism may 
be quite diverse. It might be e.g. an 'elliptical' 
distortion of the magnetic field of the lens which 
can be caused by a corresponding ellipticity of 
the lens bores or by a waviness of the pole faces. 
Another origin could be a charging-up of apertures 
or the instrument's walls which face the beam 
so that an unround electrical lens is generated. 
During the development of high resolution 
objective lenses it was first tri ed to 'distort 
the magnetic field back into rotationally 
symmetric shape' by introducing minute morsels 
of ferromagnetic material into the pole piece 
bore or into th e gap and provide some rather 
artful mec hanical devices to move them into the 
proper positi ons /18/, /30/. 
9 
Nowadays, these 'magnetomechanical' stigmators 
are rarely used any more. The presence of axial 
astigmatism means that the focal length f of the 
lens differs a little by 6 f in different 
azimuthal orientations of thealens, and the 
idea behind the modern stigmator is to employ 
a compensating lens which counteracts the 
disturbance 6 f . Because a lens with axial 
astigmatism canabe modelled as a combination of 
a round lens with an additional weak cylindrical 
lens, such a stigmator should essentially be a 
cylindrical electron lens which can be adjusted 
in its strength and azimuthal orientation. 
The desired electron optical action can be 
generated by employing electromagnetic quadru-
poles as depicted schematically on the left of 
Fig. 13. A quadrupole consists of four small coils 
which have their axes at right angles both with 
respect to each other and to the electron beam. 
The direction of the current in the coils is such 
that as seen from the beam they present to it 
one pair of opposite magnetic north poles and 
at right angles to it another pair of magnetic 
south poles. The strength of the quadrupole can 
of course be adjusted by appropriately controlling 
the current in the coils. Two methods have been 
employed for adjusting the azimuthal orientation: 
either using one quadrupole which can be rotated, 
or providing two fixed quadrupoles which include 
an angle of 45° between them so that a rotation 
of the cylinder lens can be effected by properly 
adjusting the current in the two sets. 
Numerous designs have been published which 
embody these basic ideas (cf. e.g. Figs. 14 
and 15). It does not matter much if the stigmator 
coils are positioned within the lens field proper 
as in Fig. 14, or if the coils follow well after 







Fig. 14: Small stigmator positioned within 
the image side bore of an objective l ens /38/. 
the lens field. The stigmator placed within the 
lens field is sometimes believed to be superior 
because then 'the correcting action takes place 
where the defect arises'. Actually, the difference 
between th e two pos i tions is that a stigmator 
placed at a distanced after the center of the 
lens field will ca us e an elliptical distortion 
within the image . This means that the magnifica-
tion Mis a little different in two ort ho gona l 
directions. The amount of th e distortion can b e 








and usually remains at the order of 1 °/oat 
most. 
Finally, a simple formula shall be reported 
which will e nabl e the user of the instrument to 
calculate th e ampere turns required for the 
coils of the stig mator if he decides to construct 
one hims e lf. 
If the stigmator shall be placed at a distance 
dafter a lens which has a focal l e ngth f, an 
image distance band an astigmatic focal l e ngth 
difference L'if to be corrected, then the 








and the corresponding ampere turns for e ach coil 
2 2 
rs q Amp. 
Here, Lis the diameter of the coils and rs the 
radius of t he ferromagnetically shor ; circuiting 
wall which surrounds the stigmator coils. 
Superconducting electron lenses 
Superconducting electron lenses are a rather 
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Fig. 15: Cross section of the objective lens of 
the SIEMENS ELMISKOP 101 electron microscope, 
which is equipped with an 8-coil stigmator 
placed d;20 mm after the lens gap /1/. 
high stability of the lens current that can be 
~ttained in the persist e nt current mode by plac-
ing a superconducting short circuit across the 
leads of a superconducting coil at first seemed 
to be a feature of great value. But thi s did not 
suffice to noticeably reduce chromatic aberration, 
becau~e beam voltage fluctuation and energy loss 
exper i e nced by the beam e l ect rons at interaction 
with the specimen just remained and turned ou t 
to be th e dominating effec t in any case. Also, 
the hope did not materialize that an e xtr emely 
strong and simultaneously short magnetic lens 
field could be generated. 
At pr ese nt, the main advantages derived from 
superconducting l e nses seem to come from fringe 
benefits. For example, the vacuum around th e 
specimen is dramati ca lly improved by the cryogenic 
pumping action of the he lium cooled walls, thereby 
protecting the specimen against hydrocarbon con-
tamination, and the resistance of the specimen 
~gainst radiation damage appears to be markedly 
increased a t liquid helium temperatures in com-
parison to ambient temperature microscopy /8/. 
Thermal drift of specimen stages is strongly re-
duced at low t e mperatur es since th en th e th erma l 
conductivity of suitable stage materials is high-
er by orders of magnitude /9/. 
The superconducting lenses can be classified into 
two groups which are based on totally diff eren t 
physical principles: 
- the superconducting lenses with ferromagnetic 
pole pieces, 
and 
- the superconducting shielding lens. 
. With the first group, a superconducting coil 
is enshrouded by an essentially classical lens 
casing and employs a conventional pole piece 
system. Examples of such lenses are shown in the 
Figs. 16 and 17. 
With the lens of Fig. 16, only the coils are 
cooled by liquid helium. They are freely suspended 
with~n the ~ron circuit /17/, /33/. This design 
permits ambient temperature specimen stages, air-
locks and other devices to be used on which a 
lot of experience is available from conventional 
electron optical systems. The system shown in 
Fig. 17 has an objective lens with its specimen 
stage and two projector lenses combined into a 
solid block which is cooled down as a whole. Here, 
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Fig. 16: Simplified cross-section of two super-
conducting electro n lenses which employ l iq uid 
helium cooled coils but pole pieces and lens 
casings at room temperature. The enshrouding 
c asing is divided into two halves which can be 
separated to allow access to the toroidal coil 
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Fig. 18: Simplified cross-sections of two super-
conducting electron lenses equipped with pole-
pieces fabricated from rare-earth metals /3/. 
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Fig. 17: Simplified cross-section of a super-
conducting electron lens system composed of an 
objective lens and two intermediate projectors. 
Here, the lenses are not actually immersed in 
liquid helium. They are clamped in a copper block 
containing the liquid-helium bath, and both the 
lenses and the specimen stage are cooled by ther-
mal conduction. Thus, mechanical and thermal 
integrity of the design is achieved. The liquid-
helium cooled block is surrounded by a l i quid-
nitrogen cooled radiation shield. The magnetic 
construction of all three lenses is essentially 
classical. (after /34/). 
the fringe benefits are gained of having the 
specimen at low temperature by making use of the 
cryogenic pumping action /34/. 
A still more unconventional design is repre-
sented in Fig. 18. Here again we have lenses 
which are intended to be cooled down as a whole, 
but the interesting point is that the pole pieces 
are not fabricated from conventional high sat-
uration cobalt iron such as permendure. They are 
made from dysprosium or holmium which are metals 
of the rare-earth group /2/, /3/. At low temper-
atures they display a saturation magnetization 
well above that one available with permendure 
type materials (cf. Fig. 19). Unfortunately, as 
is seen from Fig. 19, the permeability of th e 
rare-earth metals remains rather l ow and this 
l eads to a quite undesirable spreading out of 
the "foot" of the l ens field distribution so that 
the advantages in comparison to soft iron-pole 
pieces appear to remain rather limit ed (cf. Fig. 
20). 
The superconducting shielding lens works on 
a totally different physical principle in com-
parison to the superconducting lenses with ferro-
magnetic circuit. Now, the superconducting coils 
are encapsulated by a superconducting shield made 
from niobium-tin (cf. Fig. 21) which at liquid-
helium temperatures repels the magnetic field 
generated by the coil and confines it to the 
interior volumz of the shroud. The coil field 
W. D. Ri ec ke 




( alter P. Bonjour 1973) 
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Fig . 19: Comparison of the magnetic flux densi -
ty B carried by polycrystalline holmium and 
dysprosium with the flux density that can be 
obtained using conventional pole piece mat e rials. 
Both are shown as a function of the magnetic 
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Fig. 21: Basic constru c tion and main physical 
prop e rties of th e s uperconducting shi e ldin g 
lens / 6 / . 
is also shielded from the lens axis by means of 
two superconducting cores which terminate into 
a superconducting 'pole piece system'. Thus, the 
gap between the two superconducting pole pieces 
is the only plac e where the magnetic field can 
penetrate to the axial region and form there the 
magnetic lens field proper /6/. The device is 
completed by providing superconducting dipole 
coils which are employed for beam alignment and 
as a stigmator. An actual superconducting lens 
system which consists of a superconducting shield-
ing objective lens and conventional iron circuit 
superconducting condenser and projector lenses 
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Fig. 22: Simplified cross-section of a super-
conducting lens system consisting of a super-
conducting shielding objective lens and super-
conducting iron shrouded condenser and projector 
lenses /7/. 
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